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1 Introduction 
The masslessness of neutrinos in the Standard Electroweak model [1,2,3] results from 
the assumed absence of the SU(2)L singlet vx

R(i = e,i*,r), which prohibits the usual 
Dirac mass term , and the fact that the simple Higgs structure of the theory leads 
to a lepton number conserving global symmetry which disallows a Majorana mass 
term of the form l>\yi. Given current experimental bounds from particle physics; 
(m„. < 10eV,mVm < 0.25Afev, m„, < 35Mev) [4] the possibility of nonzero neutrino 
masses is clearly an open one 1 . In this paper we study electroweak mechanisms 
arising as direct consequences of these masses which result in the neutrino flipping its 
helicity. Within the context of the standard theory, a neutrino chirality eigenstate is a 
superposition of helicity (A) eigenstates i/±, where A = a.p = ±1. Hence 

\Ë. ^ 
\a\ ~ E 

(1) 

For a relativistic particle this translates into the statement that a I/J, (the left handed 
neutrino) is predominantly in the A = — 1 state and a VR (the corresponding right 
handed partner) is predominantly in the A = +1 state. A spin flip via any mecha
nism will consequently reduce the effective weak interaction cross-sections drastically, 
rendering a low mass neutrino sterile or non-interacting in its passage through matter. 
Such behaviour may have significant consequences in astrophysical and cosmological 
settings. However, the discussion of such consequences in the literature has focussed 
on helicity flips arising due to the anamalous magnetic moment of the neutrino and 
its consequent coupling to the photon. Here we note that within the context of the 
Standard model, the neutrino is expected to have a tiny magnetic moment [10] directly 
proportional to its mass;2 

where the last part of the equation assumes a neutrino mass of 1 eV and where fig = 
c/2me is the electron Bohr magneton. Since this results in a small flip cross-section, 
any useful application inevitably requires the assumption of a non-standard magnetic 
moment, several orders of magnitude larger than the value in (2). One of the main 
aims of this paper is to show that the assumption of non-zero neutrino mass, without 

1 More stringent bounds on the masses of stable neutrinos have been derived from big bang cosmology 
[5,6]. The neutrinos we consider here would reasonably be expected to decay via mixing and other modes. 
Bounds from cosmology and astrophysics on the masses and lifetimes of unstable neutrinos have been 
derived in [7,8,9]. 

3In various extensions of the Standard model the magnetic moment may not be proportional to the 
mass. However our discussion throughout is confined to the Standard model, with only the assumption 
of sero neutrino masses relaxed. 
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any additional non-standard input, leads to flip cross-sections via Z° and W exchange 
which are three to four orders of magnitude higher than those obtained from (2) * This 
result, to a very good approximation , is independant of particle masses and energies. 

The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we focus on flips arising through 
weak processes, and calculate cross-sections for the following interactions , which may 
be of relevance in supernovae, neutron and helium stars and the early universe : 

i/%_e~ —» f+e~; 

t>\€~ -+ Pie"; 

i/lN -* u\N\ 
*\N -* PLJV; 

(3) 

Here i = e, n, T; N = nucleon; while the subscripts ± denote the helicity eigenvalues, 
as before. Although the focus is on Dirac neutrinos, we briefly discuss the modifications 
necessary if neutrinos are Majorana particles. 

In Section 3 we analyse helicity flips occuring via the magnetic moment, giving both 
exact and approximate forms for the cross-sections. We also consider the interference 
of this process with the process in Section 2 . 

Finally, Section 4 compares the relative magnitudes of these two processes (flips due 
to weak interactions vs. those due to the magnetic moment). It also uses the weak flip 
processes and the several second duration of the neutrino burst from SNl987a to arrive 
at an upper limit on (Dirac) (i and r neutrino masses of ~ 40keV , which represents 
a considerable improvement over the experimental bound quoted above for the latter 
particle. There is also a brief discussion of other possible applications of these flip 
processes to astrophysics and cosmology. 

2 Helicity flips via W and Z exchange 

As a first step in obtaining the cross-sections in (3), we focus on a specific process, 
mediated by Z" exchange; 

"M(*I> *I) + «"(ft) ~* "M(*J> Aa) + c"(ft) (4) 

Here the A, and p, are the particle momenta while A, is the neutrino helicity. The 
amplitude for (4) is given by: 

A = ^ C ( * i , A,)V(1 - i X * » , A,) • «(ftb,(e* - cAib,u(pi) (5) 

3Thü refers to quantum scattering processes. In the presence of a strong , coherent magnetic field 
and in the absence of significant quantities of matter, the magnetic moment, although small, can be 
important, as discussed in [10]. We do not consider this sitiuation here. 
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The u are the usual Dirac spinors and use has been made of the fact that when the 
processes (3) occur in typical astrophysical settings the center of mass energies are at 
most a few Gev , hence the amplitude may be written in its effective four-fermion form. 
The electron helicity indicies have been supressed since they will be summed over. The 
differential cross-section in the center of mass frame is then given by: 

da 1 
<n - •** I £ 1*1' w 

Here s is the square of the center of mass energy. We next write the matrix element 
squared in the following form: 

\ £ \A\* = &-N~E„ (7) 

where: 

JV" = ~Tr[(M + m)(l + lB A&fil ~ 1*)(M + m)(l + V Ab"(l ~ I6)) (8) 

and 
ET = Tr[(h + M)-f(ev - eAl

h)(^ + M)T»{CV - cAl*)) (9) 

Here «i and sj are the spin four-vectors associated with the incoming and outgoing 
neutrino respectively, while m and M are the neutrino and electron masses. If «i and 
53 are to represent helicity states in the center of mass frame they must satisfy 

St Si = -l,Siki = 0; si||A^, for «* = 1,2 (10) 

After some Dirac algebra the neutrino tensor may be written as: 

N" = \Tr[(M - m >2)7"(1 - 76)(/*i - m ^ " ( l - 7
6)] (11) 

We now introduce two four vectors associated with the neutrinos: 

K? = Jfcj*-m<;t=l,2. (12) 

Due to the properties in (10) we see that 

Ki • Kt = 0 (13) 

i.e. it is a light like vector. 
We can now evaluate the traces and the contraction WE^ in a straightforward 

way to obtain: 

N*"Er = 4(cv + cA)*(pl.Kl)(pi.K3) + 

4(«K-<u)*0»i-tfi)0*-ffi)-
4(4-<£)M2(jr,.jr2) (i4) 
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Note that our particular choice of ÜT,(t = 1,2) enables us to write the square of the 
helicity flip amplitude in a way completely analogous to the one for the unpolariztd 
vt~ —• vt~ process, with the replacement Jfc,- —• üf,- [11]. 

It is instructive to look at Kt in component form. In the center of mass frame, if, 

k"=(Et\k\k) (15) 

where A: is a unit vector along the momentum of the neutrino , we derive from (10) 
that: 

st, = Xm-1{\k\,Ek) (16) 

Here A is the helicity of the neutrino which can take the values ±1. From this we see 
that 

K(X) = (E- A|fc|)(l,Xk) = r/(A)(l,Xk) (17) 

where 
17(A) = E - X{E2 - m2)1'2 (18) 

Note that for m « E we have: 

i | ( - l ) * 2 £ ; i | ( + l ) « ^ (19) 

We see that for strictly massles neutrinos the "wrong" helicity K is identically equal 
to zero, as expected.Also the proportionality of N^E^, to r/i(Ai)r/2(Aj) (as is apparent 
from (14) and (18)) clearly brings out the overall proportionality of the flip cross-section 
to the mass squared of the neutrino. 

If we choose a coordinate frame in which the incoming neutrino moves towards the 
positive z—axis and the incoming electron towards the negative z—axis with common 
three-momentum p = \pt\ = \pu\ and in which the scattered neutrino makes an angle 
0 with this z-axis then we obtain from equations (14 ) ,(17),(19) and (6) for the flip 
cross-section: 

( : 

, i^«--vï« 

-Mi{ei
v - c*A)cosO + Af*(clr + 3<£)] (20) 

Here p2 (using standard kinematics) is expressible in terms of Lorentz invariant quan
tities as: 

j P(s,m,M) 
P = —5— ; 

0(x,y,z) = x2 + y* + z2 - 2xy - 2yz - 2zx; (21) 

HE » m,M (a condition valid for most situations of interest) then one may 
obtain from (20) ( on integration and substitution for the vertex factors ) the compact 
form (0w = weak mixing angle) : 

^ ° ^ % (22) 
6* 
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The flip cross-section for v'_t~ —• v\f ( which proceeds via both Z and W ex
change) is readily obtainable via the standard Fierz transformation, which is equivalent 
to replacing cy —* cy + 1 and eA —• CA + 1 in (20). 

Next, the flip cross-section for D+e~ —» tf.t~ may be obtained by the substitution 
k\ «-• Jfc», S\ *-* «j, in (8) which yields: 

-M*(4 - <£)«w* + M2(4 + 3cA)} (23) 

and is equivalent to the substitution CA -* —CA in (20). The same sustitution gives 
the corresponding vtt cross-section from its Z exchange counterpart. Using the same 
approximation as in (22) , we can express (23) as 

* ? ' ~ ^ e ~ « % ? - - ( l - 4sin20w + 4sin*0w) (24) 

Finally, all these cross-sections have their counterparts where the neutrino scatters 
of a nucleon rather than an electron. Since we did not neglect either of the masses , these 
cross-sections can be directly obtained from (20) and (23) by substituting apppropriate 
couplings cA and cy. If the nucleon is a proton, then cy = 1 — 4sin20w and cA = +1 , 
whereas if the nucleon is a neutron then both cy and e A are — 1 . Of course, M now 
represents the nucleon mass . Note that all cross-sections are quadratic in Cy and CA 
hence it is only their relative sign which is important. 

Before ending this section we briefly discuss how the above results would be modified 
if neutrinos were Majorana particles. The general properties of such neutrinos, which 
are their own antiparticles , have been discussed by Kayser [12], where it has been 
pointed out that CPT invariance forbids such particles from having a non-zero magnetic 
moment, and that in the limit of zero neutrino masses their appears to be no way to 
distinguish between Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Hence although helicity flips via 
electromagnetic channels are forbidden, they may proceed via the W and Z° exchange 
mechanisms discussed above. 

The analysis proceeds completely analogously to that performed above for Dirac 
neutrinos, except that the vector part of the neutrino current vanishes, since, 

PMY"M = {^MYI^MY = -PM-ffM (25) 

where the subscript M denotes the majorana nature of the fermion and c indicates 
charge conjugation. The last part of the equation follows from the re uired trans
formation of a fermion current (Dirac or Majorana) under charge conjugation. The 
neutral current term thus has the form: 

- üff-y'ui -f- 0,y<78f/ (26) 
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where the second term arises from the fact that the vu operator can not only destroy 
but also create Majorana neutrinos, unlike the corresponding Dirac operator. Using 
v(p,s) = CüT(p,s) , one can rewrite the current as 

Jü = -2üfYl'ui (27) 

Incorporating this change into the Z" exchange amplitude (5) we had for Dirac 
neutrinos, we obtain; 

where 

\Am\* = 1 6 m V ( 4 + e\)(\ - eosH) + 2M7c\(Z + cosO)] (29) 

All other cross-sections in (3) may be obtained from (29) in exactly the same manner 
as for Dirac neutrinos. 

Finally, we note that the difference between the Dirac and Majorana flip cross-
sections (20) and (29) is also proportional to the square of the neutrino mass and thus 
vanishes for massless particles, as expected. Considerations similar to those above have 
also been discussed in [13]. 

3 Helicity flips via the magnetic moment 

As mentioned in the introduction, a Dirac neutrino may flip its helicity via photon 
exchange if it has a non-zero magnetic moment. The cross-section for this process was 
derived by Bethe in [14]. Here we give an alternative derivation using the Rosenbluth 
formula [15] which , in the form below gives the differential cross-section in the lab 
frame for the scattering of an electron off a stationary proton. We will generalise the 
expression to the case of ué~ —• ué~ scattering : 

'èï -4.. .Z (30) 
\dnJlab 4E*'l + $«V(0,/2) sin*{0i/2) 

where 

* = (^ " jjjfrtfWW2) - ép(Fl + **#•*»*(*/*)•> (si) 
q is the momentum transfer and 0; is the scattering angle in the lab frame while M is 
the mass of the target. Ft and F2 are the electromagnetic form factors of the proton 
and K is the electron anamalous magnetic moment. When generalized to the case of 
neutrino - electron scattering , Fj = 1, M = electron mass and the charge coupling 
term vanishes since the neutrino has no charge , hence one obtains in the limit of low 
momentum transfer: 
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Integration then gives the total cross-section 

For most applications of astrophysical interest involving the magnetic moment the form 
(33) is adequate , with the added approximation that the logarithmic term is of order 
unity. For applications where it may not suffice, we give below the exact expression for 
the electromagnetic flip cross-section : 

— i = m2 (34) 

where 
# = iMh, A i M w ^ M * ! , Ai) • ö(P2)7M«(Pi] (35) 

The summation over electron spins is implied . On evaluation of the traces and after 
some standard kinematic manipulation one obtains (in the notation of section 2) : 

\A§ = [4cosPp*{-2pi-m7-2EtEn)-
%cosOp*M* + 4p4(2p2 + m* + 2M2 + 2EeEn)]/q4 (36) 

Ec, En are the c.o.m energies of the electron and neutrino respectively and the helicity 
state chosen for the incoming (outgoing) neutrino is negative (positive). 

Next , we address the possibility that the amplitude for Z" exchange (5) and mag
netic moment (35) might interfere if they happen to be of comparable magnitude , 
i.e 

<?£•,+. = * *+ «r + ***; (37) 
The square of the interference amplitude is given by : 

|4*|* = M l + *Jrf* (38) 

Using the transformation properties of bilinear covariants under hermitian conjugation 
one obtains from (5) and (35) ; after the usual trace evaluation and kinematics , 

(d^X*—- m <?G,* U^\' ,39, 
I «1 I CM V264MV. I I l ' 

where 

|>Pn,|2 = (8eos2$[EtEnev - EtEneA + j?cv - p*cA\ + 16eos$M2ev 

+8\EtEncA - EtEnev - p*cv + p*cA - 2M*cv])/(cosO - 1)' (40) 
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4 Discussion and Derivation of Mass limit on \i and 
T Neutrinos 

In the last two sections we have presented a detailed analysis of the various mechanisms 
via which a neutrino may flip its spin and thereby alter its properties in passage through 
matter. It is then appropriate to examine the relative magnitudes of the flip cross-
sections obtained from the two main types of flip mechanisms , i.e. magnetic moment 
and W, Z exchange . Since the neutrino magnetic moment is not experimentally known 
, we will consider two very different values , that predicted by theory and the current 
upper bound. 

Consider (33) , which, with the approximation mentioned earlier may be expressed 
M ' 2 2 

"'"' " IET = a"V* = "^ (41) 

The Standard model predicts , from (2) , a cross-section proportional to the square 
of the neutrino mass . The Z exchange cross-section, (22) , also exhibits this propor
tionality. Their ratio , independant of the mass and energy of the particles to a good 
approximation, is thus: 

^ W 2 ^ M n 4 ^ f t S 6 X l ° S ; (42> 
However , experimental upper bounds on the magnetic moment are far above the 

predicted value. Bounds of /*„ < 5 x 10-1S/*B have recently been obtained [16,17] from 
observations of neutrinos from SNl987a. Using this value in (41) , 

of" * 1.6 x 1 0 - M G M T 2 . (43) 

Since we are now considering a non-standard moment, the ratio of interest can no 
longer be assumed to be mass independant. We find that when m„ ~ 20keV is used 
in (22) one has 

fffUp 

-fe * i; (44) 
Next, we briefly mention possible applications that our results may have in astro

physics and cosmology. Although there has been extensive discussion of these, the focus 
has been on the effect due to the magnetic moment [18,19,20]. If the magnetic moment 
is, however, close to that predicted by the standard theory, then the flip mechanisms 
discussed in Section 2 dominate for the same neutrino mass and could be important 
under conditions where the neutrino traverses significant amounts of matter. In super-
novae, for instance, the gravitational energy of collapse is equally distributed among 
all three species of neutrinos. If the /*— and T— neutrinos have masses in the kev 
range , significantly large numbers of these could flip helicity and escape quickly , not 
undergoing the slow thermal diffusion expected. Using the Z flip cross-sections above 
and typical values for the core density, one finds that a neutrino with mass in the keV 
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range will flip helicity and leave the core in several milliseconds , which is much shorter 
than the cooling/diffusion time of several seconds. We also note here that direct pair 
production of flipped neutrinos is possible , which may be a channel for rapid energy 
loss. The cross-sections for such processes may be easily obtained by 'crossing' the 
amplitudes given in Section 2. The consequent energy drain and cooling could affect 
the energetics of supernova bursts , currently a topic of active investigation by several 
groups * [21,22,23,24,251 . 

Helicity flips via W,Z exchange could also be significant under the high density 
and tempreture conditions prevailing in the early universe. The significance of flips has 
been discussed in [26] in connection with the magnetic moment mechanism,where their 
effect on helium synthesis and the expansion rate of the universe has been discussed. 

Finally,we can establish a bound on the ft- and r-neutrino mass using the SN1987A 
neutrino measurement [27,28] , in the same spirit as was done for the e- neutrino 
magnetic moment in [16]. We compare the expected luminositiy of flipped neutrinos 
to the maximum neutrino luminosity from a cooling neutron star in the standard , non 
helicity flip case , about 10*3 ergs/sec. It is argued that a larger luminosity would result 
in cooling of the star that is too rapid to explain the signal observed from SN1987A 
, which, in the standard case , is due to thermal J/t's emitted from the neutron star's 
surface , and was observed to last 5 — 10 seconds. 

The expected luminosity of flipped neutrino's can be expressed as 

L ss 2JV„ j < iv > (fM7̂ K,,c)n„dV (45) 

where Nv is the number of neutrino flavours that flip (the factor of 2 includes the anti 
neutrinos). n„ and < e„ > are the neutrino number density and the average energy, 
and are about 1.8(2«r)-1 (W/Ac)s and 3.15ibT,respectively ,for/i- and r-neutrinos which 
have a thermal distribution. The quantity in parenthesis is the rate of neutrino flipping 
per neutrino. For the present situation, we find that the flip rate from nucleons gives an 
effective cross-section approximately 40 times larger than that from electrons , so here 
n refers to thenucleondensity and off* s 4 x 10~20(m/50Jfc«;)2G«;~2. The integral in 
(45) is proportional therefore to the mass-average T* in the neutron star: 

I s 0 . 7 x ltfsN„(m/50kcV)2 < T/ZOMeV. >* ergs/ate (46) 

where a 1 . 4 M Q neutron star is assumed. Setting L < 10P3trgs/scc , we find 

m < 60JV;1/2 < T/30MeV > r2ktV. (47) 

For the reference value of T = 30m«V this translates to a limit of ~ 40keV , which is 
nearly the same as that mentioned in [29]. Note that it holds for mu , tau and possible 
fourth generation neutrinos , stable or unstable with a lifetime greater than a couple 
of seconds 6 . 

*These considerations would not be relevant if neutrinos were purely Majorana particles . 
6This limit, and the implicit assumption that the neutrino does not decay in the few seconds it takes 

to diffuse through the supernova core are consistent with the bounds in [7,8,9]. 
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This limit should be viewed as somewhat tentative. A firm limit will depend on 
including the cooling due to helicity flips in a consistent way. Two important differences 
from the magnetic moment limit calculations should be mentioned. The f rst is that 
(47) has a large temperature sensitivity. Second, the helicity flips in this case do not 
lead to neutronisation. Leptons must continue to diffuse to the surface , even if the 
star is cold. It is conceivable that otherwise rapuid cooling due to helicity flips is self 
regulating and that thermal pairs created by the e-neutrino diffusion remains adequate 
to explain the observed signal from SN1987A. Nevertheless , the limit in (47) should 
be of the correct magnitude. 
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